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Abstract

In this paper, a method for detection ground coordinate to surveillance camera system in a real-time video capture information from surveillance camera system with SFM (strictly from motion) algorithm presented. 3D reconstruction is rebuilding 3D geometric from multi 2d images. Researcher focus on 3D recognize and matching algorithm. 1st surveillance camera system detection ground mark image, 2nd matching image pattern and compute mark image coordinate information, 3rd compute information combine with position information, 4th reconstruction in 3D space surveillance environment.
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1. Introduction

The problem detection surveillance system ground is receiving increased object pose in many including surveillance area. Robust detection of ground in receiving video is important for many surveillance camera system, such as surveillance area, smart rooms, structure from motion room, intelligent living environment, and human trajectory analysis[1]. In this paper we address the case of multi camera detection ground plane and compute these position information to 3D environment. The computed result help for improvement surveillance camera system illumination noise, object position, object detection. The goal of the research presented in this paper is to automatically detect and track a coordinate information of target object in complex experiment environment. On the other hand, surveillance camera system need provide coordinate compute information from the complex environment. Proposed algorithm have two limitations, however complex environment create pattern miss matching, illumination changing need more experiment result, compute all input video need more high speed operation ability[1].

2. Related Work

During the last decade, surveillance camera systems have established to become the standard and one of popular efficient sensorial assets in industrial and every Security Stakeholders. Other researcher focus on detection ground plane have many algorithm, such as visual navigation, computer vision based driving assistance, and 3D environment map construction. From paper “Detailed 3D Representations for Object Recognition and Modeling” main target is like image 1 find point cloud data set. After find object world coordinate detection ground and tracking object from single camera [2,3,4]. Figure 1 shows object recognition and modeling find ground detection algorithm.
2.1. Hough Line Detection Algorithm in Detection Ground

Figure 2 shows Hough line detection is OpenCV basic algorithm. It is detection straight lines and apply the transform, first an edge detection pre-processing is desirable. A line in image space can be expressed with two variables. 1st transform color image to gray image. 2nd find image edge feature point. But this algorithm have illumination problem like figure 3. Illumination change ground line edge. It is impossible to find detection line in environment.

2.2. Point Cloud Algorithm

Point cloud Algorithm (other researcher achievement) Point cloud algorithm is find same feature point transform coordinate to 3D world space. Paper “A Fast k-Neighborhood Algorithm for Large Point-Clouds” improves these coordinate more realities[5, 6, 7]. Figure 3 shows Point cloud algorithm to reconstruction 3D object. The
point cloud library is a standalone, large scale, open project 2D/3D image and point cloud processing. It is released under the terms of the BSD license, free for research use. It supported by a consortium of commercial companies, organization, open perception. In this paper we used 2D part and transform 2D coordinate to 3D coordinate library from point cloud library.

![Figure 4. Object Structure from Multi Images](image)

3D Reconstruction SFM (structure from motion) is rebuilding 3D geometric from multi 2D images. Researcher focuses on 3D recognize and matching algorithm. Researching algorithm main target is from 2D image object silhouette find object pose (Target Object X, Y, Z world coordinate). Then compute object pose easy to compute ground. After detection ground finds wall, building and other static object. Transform these objects coordinate to 3D environment to 3D space coordinate.

This research Main goal is how to reconstruction world ground from multi surveillance 2D cameras. The experiment approach is multi surveillance camera system capture target object on ground. These images information had object silhouette and real world coordinate and position. Research final goal is analysis this information and compute it to 3D environment

2.3. Main Algorithm Feature Point Matching

Image 5 show main algorithm feature point matching the step 1st is from input device capture target object. 2nd find features from object. 3rd matching all these feature point. The last step structure from motion find same feature point and mark it and transform plane coordinate to game engine world coordinate.
Figure 5. Multi Camera Edge Feature Point Matching

Figure 6. Target Object Block Divide

Figure 6 shows After previous step camera 1, 2 focusing object of world transform(X, Y, and Z) left camera and right camera detection object divide object to small block. Object block silhouette matching to 3D environment. Figure 3 shows object block structure these points coordinate in 3D environment [8, 9].

2.4. Previous Proposed Algorithm Design

Propose algorithm design is from 2D video capture images. Capture images using feature tracking and matching. After matching feature point transform to 3D Reconstruction to 3D game environment. Detection wall, ground, building and static object implement. Proposal algorithms are combining 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 algorithm to one camera surveillance system. That mean this improve algorithm is from capture image information to reconstruction 3D environment.

Surveillance camera system knows position coordinate information data it is easy to transform these position data to system. Figure 4 shows Roger Y.Tsai algorithm it 2 stage algorithm calculating the pose. 3D object and x-axis and y-axis translation is first stage in second stage it computes the focal length, distortion coefficients and the z-axis translation. Also it is calculating support Zhengyou Zhang “ a flexible new technique for camera calibration”, and this algorithm based on corner edge detection by chess board. Figure 7 shows if know about ground position information surveillance camera system easy to transform these position data to video plane pixel coordinate. Also these transform support multi camera system, find same feature matching algorithm[10, 11,12].
Figure 7. Surveillance Camera System Position Coordinate Information Detection

Figure 8 shows used pets 2007 coordinate information to calculate video plane in surveillance camera system. White line -3, 1 left down coordinate information 3, 1 left top coordinate information 3, -2 right top coordinate information, -3, -2 right down coordinate information. All information from pets 2007 XML file calculate this data transform used point cloud library. All these XML parameter ex) focal lenz parameter, world coordinate, image plane coordinate, image pixel position transform position to each other parameter[13].

Figure 8. Pets 2007 Calculating Position Information

2.5. Main Purpose of Algorithm

This proposal algorithm from input surveillance camera system computing object world coordinate transform to 3D environment coordinates. Use coordinates information recognition object, reconstruction in 3D environment find ground, wall and building. These detection information improve surveillance system tracking moving object, illumination condition [14, 15].
3. Proposal Algorithm

The research goal and necessity is to exploit the information of 3D Reconstruction SFM. SFM (structure from motion) is rebuilding 3D geometric from multi 2D images. We focuses on 3D recognize and matching algorithm. Algorithm main target is from 2D image object silhouette find object pose (Target Object X, Y, Z world coordinate). And compute object position to find about surveillance ground. After compute object pose easy to compute and reconstruction ground. Detection ground finds wall, building and other static object. Transform these objects coordinate to 3D environment ex) game engine, simulation tool, and CAD.

4. Experiment Result

In the experiment result that we used color region algorithm to surveillance camera system area. Figure 7 left and right shows pets 2007 surveillance camera capture image to gray scale image. Pixel position transform computing did not need RGB color. 1st step change color video to gray scale video. Figure 8 left shows color region divide right shows 2D pixel position coordinate to video plane coordinate. And proposed algorithm change detection wall to yellow color. Ground detection algorithm based on pets 2007 XML detection ground plane [16, 17, 18].

Figure 7. Pets 2007 Surveillance Camera Experiment Result Transform Color Video to Gray Video

Figure 8. Pets 2007 (left) Color Region Divide (right) Transform Color Region to 3d World Coordinate
5. Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed algorithm based on background coordinate information and pets 2007 coordinate information from surveillance camera system. Algorithm is computing object world coordinate transform to 3D environment coordinates. Restrictive conditions of the Complex environment have some error. It is also have illumination problem based on reconstruction 3D computing. Proposed algorithm challenging part in process, as computes the 3D object missing from feature matching. The challenging part is 3D word coordinate transform need pre-computing. Test video Pre-computing time average in 3~5 hours.
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